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Abstract

This article reflects on ways to improve the effectiveness and coherence of EU law in the light of consolidation proposals emerging inter alia from the (Draft) Common Frame of Reference initiative. After supplying a map of effectiveness (section 2) and ways in which gaps in effectiveness have been addressed (section 3), the paper reflects on the reform options: ranging from legislative intervention to jurisdictional realignment (section 4). The paper illuminates the hard cases (Mangold and Abbey National) at the margins of effectiveness (section 5); cases which alert us to more collaborative ways in which to address the ‘variable geometry’ and fragmentation of EU and ‘Europeanised’ law. The paper argues for a reconceptualisation of effectiveness and challenges the EU fixation with top-down, legislative intervention.
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1 Introduction

This paper confronts two intertwined and essentially contested phenomena: the doctrine of effectiveness in EU law and the interface of EU law to national private law. The paper reflects on the chimerical quality of effectiveness and the compromised ‘coherence’ of EU law in the light of consolidation strategies and alternative suggestions for jurisdictional realignment. The acid question is whether there are more practical solutions than legislative intervention or judicial realignment; whether judicial collaboration would do more to improve the effectiveness and coherence of EU law?

Effectiveness in EU law is a fluid concept. At one level it refers to the applicability of EU norms, at another to the judicial protection of rights granted through those norms. At another level it may be seen as a legal doctrine, taking its place among a battery of interlocking doctrines, at a wider level as a governance concept, reinforcing and shaping legal doctrines.1 Notwithstanding these multiple roles, there are important caveats to effectiveness, principally in the ‘horizontal’ application of EU law and the extent to which effectiveness can be invoked to obtain redress as between the ‘public’ and ‘private’ domains.

of EU law. Beyond these dimensions, the interplay between national and EU courts produces a ‘variable geometry’ of effectiveness. Similarly, the interplay of a ‘wildly unsystematic’ body of EU directives and national legal doctrine and statute has produced a new body of ‘Europeanised’ private law. Predictably, just as claims that EU law promotes a ‘complete system’ of judicial protection rang hollow, so did the proposition that the traditional pattern of legislative intervention produced coherence attract scrutiny. A number of reform proposals followed:

- legislative intervention in the name of ‘greater coherence’: initiatives variously advocating a shift to ‘maximum’ harmonisation; a fully fledged EU Civil Code pursuant to the Draft Common Frame of Reference (DCFR) initiative; and/or an optional ‘Common European Sales Law’ (CESL) applicable to cross-border transactions;
- judicial realignment: involving such steps as abandoning the Court of Justice of the European Union’s (CJEU) interpretative monopoly under the reference mechanism of Article 267 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the EU (TFEU); and/or allowing private parties a right of appeal to the CJEU in questions of interpretation;
- deeper judicial collaboration, in recognition of a ‘coordinate legal order’, between national and supranational courts.

These proposals are evaluated in this piece. After mapping effectiveness (section 2) and ways in which gaps in effectiveness have been addressed/cemented (section 3) the paper reflects on the legislative and jurisdictional options (sections 4 and 5). The paper proceeds
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6 Case C-50/00 P Unión de Pequeños Agricultores v Council (UPA) [2002] ECR I-6677 para 40 ‘a complete system . . . where natural or legal persons cannot . . . directly challenge Community measures . . . they are able . . . either indirectly to plead the invalidity of such acts before the Community . . . or . . . national courts . . .’.
to illuminate hard cases at the interface of EU and national law: German reaction\textsuperscript{14} to Mangold\textsuperscript{15} and the English position in Abbey National;\textsuperscript{16} a juxtaposition disclosing more collaborative ways of managing the Europeanisation process.

2 Mapping effectiveness

Every year a new cohort of law students is inducted into the central articles of faith on the effectiveness of EU law. On the one hand, these concern the forms of action: direct actions (Articles 258 and 259 TFEU); judicial review (Article 263 TFEU); preliminary references (Article 267 TFEU); and actions for non-contractual liability (Article 340 TFEU). On the other hand, these also concern the effects of EU law: direct effect and supremacy; the effects of directives;\textsuperscript{17} and state liability. EU law seminarians are soon apprised of the CJEU’s duty to ensure the uniform application of EU law and the national courts’ duty of ‘sincere cooperation’.\textsuperscript{18} But effectiveness may also be seen from a compliance perspective:\textsuperscript{19} a perennial governance issue given that the EU operates via a system of indirect administration.\textsuperscript{20} Yet, for the EU law seminarian, the main focus bears on Article 267 TFEU and state liability.\textsuperscript{21} Necessarily, this fixation, given the ad hoc nature of litigation and the variation in national remedies, further compromises the overall coherence of EU law.\textsuperscript{22}

Yet the more critical EU law seminarian will also be sceptical of the consistency of EU case-law itself; arguing that the jurisprudence fails to disclose a clear methodology. While one may be tempted to agree with Ole Lando that the logic of EU law is one of the simple assertion of bourgeois values,\textsuperscript{23} closer inspection produces greater nuance. Weiler famously elaborated three strains of case-law,\textsuperscript{24} and, subsequently, eras of ‘public/private’\textsuperscript{25} and ‘constitutionalisation’\textsuperscript{26} could be added to those original strains. Does clear judicial policy emerge? Can Defrenne be convincingly juxtaposed with the trampling of collective rights in Laval/Viking/Rüffert?\textsuperscript{27} Similarly, the treatment of public interest claims in Altmark/Kobill/Decker does not sit easily with the support for the relevant rights in Schmidberger/Diego Cali.
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\textsuperscript{23} O Lando, ‘European Contract Law after the Year 2000’ (1998) 35 Common Market Law Review 821, at 825: ‘the guardians . . . of our law . . . grew up in well to do bourgeois homes . . . the legal values of the European brotherhood of lawyers are very similar’.
\textsuperscript{25} H Schepel and W Sauter, State and Market in European Law (CUP 2009).
\textsuperscript{26} Sabel and Gerstenberg (n 13).
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Moreover, what is the relationship between the market-focused, precedential case-law and the revisionist, non-autolimitation jurisprudence? EU law seminarians may question whether this law transports anything as grand as ‘une certaine idée de l’Europe’ or whether the CJEU is simply making it up as it goes along. Thus the ‘beneficiaries’ of the CJEU’s case-law are frequently tragic figures, contributing to the Canon but, ultimately, unsuccessful. Unsurprisingly, national courts have, as a result, become wary of referring questions to what one President of the Bundesgerichtshof dismissed as a ‘court of generalists’. Equally, perhaps more positively, weaker member states, though they could be found liable, could not be compelled into remedial action; the judicial enforceability of EU law could be decoupled from its judicial enforcement.

The effectiveness narrative thus emerges in a crucible of pressures. For national systems, EU law represents a multidimensional challenge for their constitutions and (especially?) their constitutional courts. Moreover, the ‘coherence’ of EU secondary law has always been compromised; sectoral ‘patchwork’, ‘minimum harmonisation’ directives disrupting the residual provisions of national laws; and diversity in interpretation of relevant legal concepts providing ‘an unstable foundation for the internal market’. Given these caveats, the heretical question is whether there can be an inappropriate fixation with effectiveness and coherence? Effectiveness is thus a multifaceted doctrine concerning the forms of action (principally Article 267 TFEU) and effects of EU law (direct effect and supremacy) necessary to render EU law effective. Yet a fixation with judicial (state liability) rather than administrative effectiveness and the lack of a guiding CJEU methodology has compromised effectiveness. In the next section, attention turns to the ways in which the gaps in this model have been addressed.

31 D. Nassimpian, ‘. . . And We Keep on Meeting: De-Fragmenting State Liability’ (2007) 32 European Law Review 819, at 835: ‘[T]he mere existence of judicial redress routes does not necessarily lead to . . . the required level of protection.’
35 G Maduro, We the Court: The European Court of Justice and the European Economic Constitution (Hart 1998) 175.
37 Weatherill (n 4) 1279.
3 Addressing (or cementing) the gaps in effectiveness?

A. Direct effect and supremacy

The gaps in effectiveness were soon exposed. In *Kingsgate*, directives ‘merely restating’ treaty principles were held to possess horizontal effect. Equally, *Marshall* and *Foster* expanded interpretation of the ‘emanation of the state’. Meanwhile, ‘indirect effect’ imbued directives with yet broader effects, converting judicial protection itself into a ‘general principle of law’. Directives thus possessed ‘indirect horizontal effect’. Distinctions within secondary law were further eroded with the advent of ‘incidental effect’. However, national procedural autonomy and divergence in remedies compromised the effectiveness of these doctrines such that: ‘the complete and uniform application of Community law may . . . be crowded out, despite its direct effect and supremacy’.

B. State . . . v private liability

State liability was also crucial in elaborating effectiveness. *Brasserie du Pêcheur* extended and revised the criteria, which are fulfilled where member state or EU institution manifestly and gravely disregards the scope of their discretion. Yet no sooner is effectiveness enhanced in one dimension than another fracture erupts: state liability exposing the limits to liability in the private dimension; *Courage* elaborating that damages were only available against the individual in competition proceedings.

C. Article 267 TFEU

Article 267 TFEU has played a critical role in elaborating effectiveness. The mechanism provides that the CJEU interprets and the national courts apply the law, promoting both flexibility and efficiency. Moreover, referral depoliticises issues in that cases are raised between legislative intervention and judicial collaboration.
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43 Ibid paras 9 and 13.
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54 Craig and de Búrca (n 17) 461, 528–9.
55 Chalmers et al (n 33) 152.
by private litigants. Furthermore, as the more contentious application of EU law remains a national matter, referral upgrades the status of the national court, while shielding the CJEU from political backlash. Simultaneously, however, instability is injected into judicial policy. Equally, the importance of referral is also due to the limits of judicial review. Despite criticism, the traditional, restrictive approach to Article 263 TFEU was confirmed in UPA and Jégo-Quéré, in which the virtues of a complete system of remedies were famously asserted. Clearly, this ‘completeness’ has always been limited: the individual unable to show direct and individual concern cannot, alternatively, insist on a reference.

CILFIT defined the two cases in which national courts would not have to refer: first, where a matter has already been clearly decided (acte éclairé), second, where the correct application of EU law is ‘so obvious as to leave no scope for any reasonable doubt’ (acte clair). National courts can only decline referral where they are ‘convinced that the matter is equally obvious to the courts of the other Member States and to the Court of Justice’, taking the ‘state of evolution’ of EU law into account. One can understand the resulting dilemma facing both national court, where delay may speak against referral, and CJEU; where both overly abstract and overly specific rulings can be criticised either for a lack of guidance, or for assuming the referring court’s jurisdiction. Notwithstanding attempts to clarify the margins of discretion, the parameters of referral remain uncertain: dependent neither on the importance of the issue, nor the extent to which the issue depends on interpretation, but on whether the relevant interpretation is open to doubt.

D. State Liability and Article 267 TFEU

Köbler further refined discourse by addressing liability for failure to refer. In the original reference the CJEU registry had intervened, challenging the referral, whereupon the Austrian court withdrew the reference, deciding that the national rules were justified. Köbler sought review, damages and a new referral. While admitting a potential liability, the CJEU held that liability for failure to refer ‘can be incurred only in the exceptional case where the court has manifestly infringed the applicable law’. This test involved ‘the degree of clarity and
precision of the rule infringed, whether the infringement was intentional, whether the error of law was excusable . . . the position taken . . . by a Community institution and non-compliance by the court in question with its obligation to make a reference.68 Thus the CJEU held the infringement insufficiently serious.69 While important implications result,70 Köbler begs the question of the type of judicial error that will prove sufficiently serious. Though the abuse of acte clair was identified as serious, no further clarity was supplied.71

Further clarification was anticipated in Traghetti. The case originally concerned damages for unfair competition; claims rejected at first instance and on appeal. The applicants appealed to the Italian Supreme Court, which confirmed the previous decisions, whereupon an action was brought for errors in interpretation and failure to refer. Two questions were referred: whether failure to refer could lead to liability; and whether the Italian liability rules were compatible with EU law. Once again the CJEU registry challenged the referral and the tribunal withdrew the first question. In its judgment the CJEU confirmed Köbler,72 spurning the opportunity to extend or revolutionise liability for failure to refer.73

E. Provisional Conclusions

The steps taken to address gaps in effectiveness have contributed to a variable geometry, exemplified in the piecemeal elaboration of ‘indirect’, ‘indirect horizontal’ and ‘incidental’ effects of directives. Meanwhile, the effectiveness of EU law has remained compromised by national procedural autonomy and national remedies. Similarly, the extension of liability into the private dimension has been constrained. Meanwhile, the place of Article 267 TFEU and the CJEU monopoly on interpretation has injected instability into judicial policy. Finally, the elaboration of judicial liability for failure to refer remains compromised, further undermining the coherence of legal remedies.

4 Reaction: between legislative intervention and jurisdictional realignment

A. Legislative Intervention

Given the incompleteness of EU law and the emergence of the unsystematic body of EU secondary law, many find the case for legislative intervention, for such measures as an EU Civil Code, compelling.74 To this end the European Commission charged the Study Group on a European Civil Code (SGECC) to investigate the available options.75 Six volumes of a DCFR subsequently emerged in 2009.76 Meanwhile, in 2010, the Directorate-General for Justice established an ‘Expert Group’ to revise and restructure elements of the DCFR.

68 Case C-224/01 Köbler (n 67) para 55.
70 P J Wattel, ‘Köbler, CILFIT and Welthgrove: We Can’t Go on Meeting Like This’ (2004) 41 Common Market Law Review 177, at 178–9: ‘if a national highest Court wants to avoid the real risk of making its government liable, it had better ask for a preliminary ruling . . . in . . . every case involving a question of EC law’.
72 Case C-173/03 Traghetti del Mediterraneo SpA v Italy [2006] ECR I-5177, paras 46 and 32.
73 Wartel (n 70) 182.
relevant for contract law. Finally, in October 2011, proposals were tabled for a regulation-based ‘optional instrument’ for a CESL, recycling the 2008 proposal on a consumer rights directive as an opt-in second regime of cross-border contract law.

It is beyond the remit of this paper to address all aspects of this Professorenrecht save to note, first, that a legislative response to the lack of systematicity in EU law at its interface with national private law is under review. Second, that it has been German academics, notwithstanding (or because of?) the contributions of the German judiciary to the networked case-law, who have driven this process forward. Thirdly, that the CESL initiative, to the extent that it would drive further fragmentation between purely domestic and Europeanised private law, would ultimately serve as a stalking horse for wider codification. Indeed, as the European Law Institute has already confirmed in its 2012 Statement on the CESL, the CESL already requires comprehensive upgrading. Finally, codification would extend EU liability rules into the private law domain; begging further questions as to which norms of EU law, hitherto unenforceable against individuals, would henceforth become so enforceable; codification thus threatens to unpredictably realign the whole reach of EU law.

Meanwhile, a more pragmatic response, a shift to measures of ‘maximum’ harmonisation has been adopted to target the ‘unsystematic’ legislative acquis, exemplified inter alia in the 2011 Consumer Rights Directive. Yet review of the legislative history of this measure describes the emergence of a ‘mouse of a directive’. While the original 2008 proposal advocated replacing the eight consumer rights directives with a single instrument, Directive 2011/83 simply replaced the doorstep (Directive 85/577) and distance-selling directives (Directive 97/7) and modestly amended the Unfair Terms Directive and Sale of Consumer Goods and Associated Guarantees Directive (Directive 99/44). Revealingly, no resort was made to the array of interpretative aids of the DCFR and the Expert Group’s Feasibility Study. A quid pro quo emerges, in recognition of the fact that: ‘[c]oherent EU law comes at a cost: incoherent national law’.
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B. JURISDICTIONAL REALIGNMENT

While Article 267 TFEU has provided the catalyst for constitutionalisation, an important caveat has been the CJEU’s monopoly over EU law interpretations. As the CJEU underscored in Rheinmühlen I, the constitutionalisation of EU law is limited: national provisions do not trump the lower courts’ ability to refer; the procedural autonomy of national courts is bypassed to promote effectiveness. In Ekhinov Advocate-General Villalón called for a nationalisation of Article 267 TFEU jurisdiction, asserting that the growth of the EU had transformed the national judicial role such that the higher courts now constituted a ‘keystone’ in judicial cooperation. Furthermore, EU law had reached a ‘level of maturity which allows it to ensure its own practical effectiveness before the (national) courts’. In drawing these conclusions the Advocate-General found his case supported by the availability of flanking doctrines: Köbler-based state liability; Commission v Italy-based infringement actions; and Kühne & Heitz-style review of administrative decisions. Yet the court declined to follow the Advocate-General, maintaining that: ‘national courts are . . . free to exercise. . . discretion at whatever stage of the proceedings they consider appropriate’.

Yet just as the nationalisation of Article 267 TFEU would undermine judicial collaboration, so might the institution of such a right appear disproportionate.

C. CAVEATS

Given the caveats identified to legislative intervention and jurisdictional realignment, we need to turn to the hard cases at the margins; to reassess the depth of judicial collaboration. In the next section, the variation in judicial approaches is elaborated, an analysis marking ways in which the effectiveness and coherence of EU law could be improved.

5 Margins of effectiveness

A. MANGOLD: COLLABORATIVE APPLICATION OF EU LAW

In Mangold, it was held that where directives implemented ‘general principles’ of EU law they possessed horizontal direct effect. German labour law thus infringed Directive 2000/78/EC, notwithstanding that the implementation date had not expired. The directive established a non-discrimination right recognised as a ‘general principle of Community law’, out ranking any national policy discretion. The national legislator, as an
'agent' of EU law, could not pass measures incompatible with general principles.\textsuperscript{96} Despite criticism,\textsuperscript{97} this approach was confirmed in \textit{Kücükdeveci} where the relevant national measures were also disappplied.\textsuperscript{98} Despite criticism of incompatibility with the German Constitutional Court's (GCC) \textit{Lisbon} ruling,\textsuperscript{99} the GCC confirmed this approach,\textsuperscript{100} underscoring the importance of non-discrimination\textsuperscript{101} and elaborating the balancing necessary between CJEU interpretation and GCC review:

\textit{ultra vires} review must be exercised reservedly by the [GCC] . . . [I]n each case . . . the task and status of the independent suprastate case-law must be safeguarded. This means, on the one hand, respect for the Union's own methods of justice . . . Secondly, the [CJEU] has a right to tolerance of error. It is hence not a matter for the [GCC] in questions of the interpretation of Union law . . . to supplant the interpretation of the [CJEU] with an interpretation of its own.\textsuperscript{102}

Intriguing is the 'tolerance of error' allowed the CJEU: the national court must desist from ruling that the CJEU selected the wrong interpretation, or replace its own interpretation for that of the CJEU. National procedural autonomy emerges from this jurisprudence not as an absolute but as subject to general principles; the principle of effective judicial protection being recognised as a general principle of EU law.\textsuperscript{103} What is revealed in such cases is a profound collaboration in which national and supranational tribunals: 'agree to defer to each other's decisions'.\textsuperscript{104} Sabel and Gerstenberg trace further collaboration in \textit{Schmidberger}\textsuperscript{105} and \textit{Omega},\textsuperscript{106} noting the reciprocal monitoring by national courts and private parties of the EU legal system.

The case for improving judicial coordination is further enhanced given the implications of EU accession to the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR). In this regard Protocol 8 TEU specified that accession should 'make provision for preserving the specific characteristics of the (EU) and (EU) law'\textsuperscript{107} thereby focusing attention on the relationship between CJEU and the ECHR. Predictably, in its discussion document of 5 May 2010, the CJEU asserted its monopoly: '[t]o maintain uniformity in the application of EU law and to

\textsuperscript{96} Mangold (n 15) paras 77–8.
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guarantee the necessary coherence of the Union’s system of judicial protection, adding: ‘the possibility must be avoided of the ECHR . . . [deciding] on the conformity of an EU act with the Convention without the [CJEU] first having had an opportunity to give a definitive ruling’. Yet such a ‘reservation’ of jurisdiction is questionable, amounting to a privileging of the CJEU. More persuasively, the case can be made that the ECHR should be bound to uphold the central rights to a fair trial and effective remedy under Articles 6 and 13 ECHR. However, the stability of judicial protection on offer can be questioned: are national courts up to the task? How sophisticated are national approaches to referrals under Article 267 TFEU?

B. Abbey National: the ‘national application’ of EU law?

Abbey National, in disclosing an almost mirror-image of the judicial technique in Mangold, flags up the limits of judicial collaboration. The case arose pursuant to complaints to the Office of Fair Trading (OFT) on the extent of bank charges. Many consumers challenged the fairness of these charges under the Unfair Terms in Consumer Contracts Regulations 1999 (UTCCR); regulations transposing the Unfair Terms’ Directive (UTD) (93/13/EEC). The UTCCR adopted a full ‘copy-out’ transposition to ‘reflect more closely the wording of the Directive’, implementing Article 4(2) UTD, provided:

In so far as it is in plain intelligible language, the assessment of fairness of a term shall not relate—

(a) to the definition of the main subject matter of the contract, or
(b) to the adequacy of the price or remuneration, as against the goods or services supplied in exchange.

As CJEU case-law confirms, the UTCCR must be interpreted in the light of the purpose of the UTD. The question facing the court pursuant to Regulation 6(2) UTCCR was thus whether the terms and charges represented core ‘subject matter’ or ‘adequacy of price’ terms exempt from review, or were peripheral terms and subject to the unfairness test.

While the freedom of the court to pursue a pro-consumer application of the UTCCR had, previously, been heavily constrained in Kleinwort Benson, First National had appeared to
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settle the matter in favour of a restrictive reading of Regulation 6(2) UTCCR. Yet, while the High Court and Court of Appeal followed First National, the Supreme Court distinguished the case. Analysis of the legislative history of Article 4(2), it was held, uncovered intent to enhance contractual freedom rather than contractual fairness. Moreover, the extent of the charges, representing over 30 per cent of revenue, proved that the terms were core parts of the bargain and therefore exempt from an assessment for fairness. Nevertheless, and somewhat opaquely, the court refrained from holding that bank charges could never be challenged:

I do not believe any challenge to the fairness of the Relevant Terms has been made on the basis that they cause the overall package of remuneration paid by those in debit to be excessive . . . It may be that, if and when the OFT challenges the fairness of the Relevant Terms, issues will be raised that ought to be referred to Luxembourg.

This confusion begs the question, especially stark in the wake of Traghetto, of why reference was not made to the CJEU. Here, the Supreme Court’s assertion that, where a court of last resort was unanimous that appeal be allowed, a point should be treated as acte clair, drastically reformulates CILFIT. More fundamentally, however, the Supreme Court made an important concession for, as Devenney observes:

the conclusion that the Court of Appeal wrongly applied its interpretation of Article 4(2) is dependent on a particular view of the core/ancillary terms dichotomy which, surely, is partly a question of law. There is also a wider issue: this argument . . . concedes that the Supreme Court may have been wrong on the question of interpretation!

The judgment thus concedes its own fragility. Moreover, the Law Commissions of England and Wales and of Scotland, alarmed by the approach taken, subsequently dealt with exempt terms in their 2012 Issues Paper, highlighting the conflicting elements in Abbey National which allow differing interpretations of the UTCCR, a complexity subsequently augmented with Ashbourne Management Services to produce a kaleidoscope of unfairness approaches: seen in First National and Abbey National in bank charges; in Singh and Kufner in suretyships’ law; Newham v Khatun in social housing and Bairstow Eves in agents’ fees and making
it difficult to demarcate exempted from assessable terms. Moreover, as the Law Commissions note, given that the ultimate arbiter of the UTCCR is the CJEU, any future interpretation may change the way the UTD should be applied, thus the ‘current law’ lulls traders into a false sense of security. Moreover, any future CJEU interpretation is liable to be informed by the pro-consumer tenor of CJEU case-law exemplified in Océano and Pannon. The Law Commissions recite the shortcomings of Abbey National in graphic terms: the scope of the exemption is ‘unacceptably uncertain’ and there is an urgent need to render UTD implementation ‘certain enough’. The Law Commissions conclude that a new approach, affording a higher level of protection by narrowing the scope of the exemption, is needed. However, whether the Law Commissions’ solution to these shortcomings, reliance on improving the transparency and prominence of the relevant terms, is equal to this task is open to considerable doubt, given the limits of the information model in protecting consumers, especially in financial services. Yet the position in which the Law Commissions were placed by Abbey National was invidious: left to perform a poorly choreographed veiled dance between contradictory coordinates; ensuring the clear and precise implementation of the directive, restricting the exemption pursuant to Abbey National, appearing to faithfully invoke the cause of consumer protection as expressed in Océano and Pannon, and, while appearing to invite, seeking to evade Traghetti-liability by relying on transparency and prominence to effectively defuse the importance of Regulation 6(2).

C. Synthesis

Rather than the ‘tolerance of error’ attached to the collaborative approach in Mangold, the ‘national application’ of EU law in Abbey National led to a multiplication of error. In private law terms, the judgment left an uncertain demarcation of the scope of exemption, a demarcation ‘difficult to reconcile’ with Océano. While the Law Commissions have explicitly underscored the fragility of the judgment and the countervailing tenor of CJEU case-law, Abbey National appears implicitly reversed even within the modest framework provided by the new Consumer Rights Directive. Meanwhile, in public law terms, the spectre of state liability for failure to refer arises, strengthened by the Law Commissions’ interventions. Spectacular in this interplay are the ‘hospital passes’ passed on by both the Supreme Court
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and the Law Commissions. The cause of legislative intervention is aided by such ‘national applications’ of EU law.

6 Conclusions

The ‘complete system’ of judicial protection averred to in UPA contains important gaps which lend the effectiveness of EU law a chimerical quality. Similarly, EU legislative intervention has provided an unstable foundation for the internal market. Unsurprisingly, calls for enhanced effectiveness and greater coherence have followed. This paper has argued that further legislative intervention cannot be expected to deliver greater coherence and that measures of judicial realignment are also unequal and/or disproportionate to the task. Indeed this survey questions the attraction of ‘greater coherence’ and a ‘complete system of legal remedies’. By contrast the chimerical quality of effectiveness exists for a number of important reasons: the polycontextual nature of legal doctrine across the EU; subsidiarity and the need for the respect of national identities. EU law in this light requires something more than the responsorial psalm of orthodox functionalism, requiring instead discretion, competition, margins of appreciation and incompleteness; and this, not least, to accommodate the instability of CJEU judicial policy and the outer margins of the effectiveness of state liability in the context of the ‘bailout states’. In this regard, a critical review of what sort of internal market is being created and how far it is appropriate to surrender national regulatory autonomy is needed.¹⁴³

Instead, this paper has advocated enhancing collaboration to improve the judicial interplay and interface between national and EU law. Yet the juxtaposition of Mangold and Abbey National reveals higher national courts travelling in opposite directions, begging the questions of whether greater sophistication in national approaches to EU law can be promoted and the extent to which, in the wake of Traghetti, state liability for failure to refer might play an important (if in part symbolic?) role in this. Fundamentally, these cases flag up the need for taking the administrative dimension of effectiveness more seriously. Such a strategy would focus on enhancing the European Commission’s compliance role, encouraging robust rather than ‘copy-out’ national implementation and strengthening judicial methodology at national and EU level.

In terms of policy development, the way events have conspired to support the introduction of a CESL and, by implication, the wider cause of codification, most recently exemplified in the European Law Institute’s lobbying on the need to significantly upgrade the CESL, is sobering; especially so as a handful of practical steps might otherwise obviate the need for intervention altogether. Moreover, given that extension of the EU regime into broad areas of private law would entail the uncertain application of liability rules between private parties inter se and further reduce the margins of discretion and the field of application of national law, such intervention would produce further demarcational instability at the nexus of EU and national constitutional and private law. The danger of such policy development is clear with, once again, pragmatism and method being subverted by the imperative of the European grand design. Equally troubling, however, is the domestic policy context: caught between the allure of exiting the EU and the countervailing perception of EU obligations as essentially elective items, the branches of UK governance appear unable to resist a legally delusional and damaging dalliance with non-Europe.

¹⁴³ Weatherill (n 4) 1279.